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Leech Tishman's Jessica Albert On Promoting Pittsburgh
By James Boyle

Law360 (May 7, 2021, 9:52 AM EDT) -- Jessica K. Albert, a partner at Leech Tishman Fuscaldo & Lampl LLC, was recently named to the board of directors of a nonprofit organization dedicated to promoting the city of Pittsburgh and its downtown neighborhood.
 

Jessica K. Albert

Albert, a partner in the Leech Tishman's litigation and alternative dispute resolution practice group in the Pittsburgh office, will serve a three-year term on the board of directors for the Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership. Originally from the area, Albert received her law degree from the University of Pittsburgh School of
Law in 2010 and then started her legal career with Leech Tishman.

 
Her practice focuses mainly on litigating state, federal, and agency cases covering legal matters such as ADA Title III class actions, civil rights, construction defects, breach of contract issues, negligence, fraud and insurance coverage. Albert is also involved with employment litigation and regularly counsels clients
regarding risk exposure, including OSHA compliance and litigating contested OSHA citations.

 
The Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership is a nonprofit community development organization formed by local businesses, foundations, government leaders and residents to develop programs that enhance the neighborhood.

 
Albert spoke with Law360 Pulse about becoming a member of the group's board and contributing to its mission. This interview has been edited for clarity and length.

 
Why did you join the Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership? What do you love about the city?

 
I joined the organization around 2014, when I first attended one of the annual meetings. I really liked what I heard and wanted to start volunteering. I was born and raised in Pittsburgh, and I am very passionate about the city and want to do good things for the city. I heard about their other projects and felt motivated
to get involved.

 
I started to volunteer with the membership committee and I would do Saturday volunteer efforts to clean up around the central business district. I also got involved with Picklesburg, an annual food festival the organization was doing pre-COVID[-19]. It's a very popular, pickle-themed event. It's pretty cool, we blow up
a huge inflatable pickle on one of the bridges. I help with the merchandising and ordering promotional materials.

I had a long relationship with the Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership, and I'm excited to be elected to the board of directors and continue that work. I've been friendly with the staff, and I think it is a very well-run organization, but what keeps me involved is their mission. They have many different programs and
initiatives dedicated to enhancing downtown Pittsburgh, something I've always been passionate about promoting and advocating. Finding an organization that wants to make it a better place resonated with me. It's a perfect fit.

 
What can you do to further the organization's mission as part of the board of directors?

 
I was elected to the board in March, and I'm still learning how to develop my involvement and learning about the different initiatives that the partnership does. There are a lot of committees, and I'm hoping to get involved in more of them.

 
Learning more about how the organization runs will help increase my involvement, and I want to do anything that will benefit and promote the city. I'm still exploring, and the board hasn't had any more meetings since the one where they announced I was joining.

 
It's a pretty big board, about 40 people, not including the chairperson and vice chair. There's always a concern about raising your voice on a larger board, but the way they do it is pretty smart. They break everyone off into smaller committees focusing on particular topics, and that's where you can have more of a say.

 
The organization values all of its members, and I'm not super concerned about not being heard. A lot of people are passionate about the same goal. If you look at the list of board members, it really spans the universe of businesses and individuals actively involved in the city. There's the senior vice president and
general counsel of the Pittsburgh Penguins [Kevin Acklin], an executive from BNY-Mellon [Christina Bencho], an Allegheny County executive [Rich Fitzgerald] and some city employees. It's great to see a diverse board of so many people who care.

 
What are downtown Pittsburgh's most pressing needs?

 
I think downtown has so much to offer, and it's becoming such a hub for restaurants and nightlife. A lot of businesses have been scaled back and shutdown for the COVID-19 pandemic. There's a push to expand the retail offerings that will truly get people to come to the city during the weekends and not just during
business hours. People living in the city know what downtown has to offer. We're marketing to the people outside Pittsburgh and encouraging them to visit. That should always be a focus.

 
Are there common misconceptions about downtown Pittsburgh?

 
Absolutely. Pittsburgh has an awesome history, the architecture alone is fascinating. There are old, historically beautiful buildings, and there are plenty of new buildings right next to them. A lot of people have this perception of Pittsburgh as the Steel City, going back to what it used to be. The city is absolutely gorgeous.
We have a great river life where people go out on boats, and the stadiums have a lot to offer.

 
It's a different city now, and it's a good thing. There's a lot of exciting developments in the tech industry in this area, a lot of tech startups are coming here. That's been a big area of growth for us. One of the catalysts of that development is Carnegie Mellon University, the school has had a lot to do with Pittsburgh
becoming a hub for tech. It brings a lot of opportunities.

 
It's been a little more than a month since you joined the board of directors. Have you been able to make progress on any projects?

 
Not just yet. Like I said, we've just had the one meeting. I've been involved for a long time, and there are always upcoming projects to prepare. The organization doesn't sleep; it is always moving. My involvement is not at the level I want just yet, but that will change very soon.

 
--Editing by Alyssa Miller.
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